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Abstract
We propose a novel approach to automatically reconstruct the floorplan of indoor environments from raw sensor data. In contrast to existing methods that
generate floorplans under the form of a planar graph by detecting corner points
and connecting them, our framework employs a strategy that decomposes the
space into a polygonal partition and selects edges that belong to wall structures by energy minimization. By relying on a efficient space-partitioning data
structure instead of a traditional and delicate corner detection task, our framework offers a high robustness to imperfect data. We demonstrate the potential
of our algorithm on both RGBD and LIDAR points scanned from simple to
complex scenes. Experimental results indicate that our method is competitive
with respect to existing methods in terms of geometric accuracy and output
simplicity.
Keywords: Indoor Scene, Point Cloud, Floorplan Reconstruction, Primitive
Detection, Integer Programming, Markov Random Field

1. Introduction
Reconstructing the floorplan of indoor scenes from raw 3D data is an essential requirement for indoor scene rendering, understanding, furnishing and
reproduction [1]. The main challenge lies in recovering all the detailed structures
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Figure 1: Goal of our approach. Left: the algorithm departs from raw point clouds as input
data. Right: the floorplan of the indoor scene is reconstructed as a planar graph where each
simple cycle represents the polygonal boundary of a room. Note that the 2D floorplan is
converted into a 3D CAD model for visualization purpose.
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at their exact positions, e.g., walls and corners [2]. Yet, industry still fully or
partially relies on human experts to generate high quality floorplans. Such interactive techniques, which requires an important manpower, cannot reasonably
process large datasets of complex scenes.
We consider the task of reconstructing floorplan from point clouds by finding
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a planar graph where each simple cycle represents the polygonal boundary of
a room. Three main objectives are required in this task. First, geometric
accuracy: we expect the geometric distance between the input points and the
edges of planar graph as low as possible. In this way, recovering some small
but important structure details of scenes is crucial for downstream applications,
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e.g., indoor scene furnishing and reproduction. Second, topological guarantees:
the output planar graph must correspond to a series of connected, intersectionfree polygons. Last, applicability: the proposed algorithm should be robust to
various types of indoor scenes, in particular non-Manhattan scenes collected
from different sensors, e.g., RGBD cameras and LIDAR scanners.
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Reconstructing the floorplan from point clouds is usually operated in two
steps. First, some geometric primitives are detected from input 3D data either
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by traditional primitive detection methods [3, 4] or through learning approaches
[5, 6]. These primitives locally describe the position of walls by planes or room
corners by points, which form basic elements to represent the geometry of each
25

room. Then, these primitives are assembled together to generate the associated
planar graph. A popular way is to directly connect these primitives through
an optimization framework [7, 6]. This kind of methods are in general timeconsuming and weakly robust in presence of under- and over-detection of primitives. Another strategy is to partition 2D space into polygonal facets and assign
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a room instance label to each facet [8, 9, 10]. This strategy is typically more
robust. However, it relies on an accurate estimation of room instance labeling
map which might not be reachable in real applications.
We address these issues by designing a geometry processing method which
relies on three main ingredients. First, we detect and regularize planes from
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the input data to locally capture parts of the walls. These planes are used to
generate a space partitioning data-structure that naturally provides a searching
space in which the desired planar graph will be extracted. Second, we develop
a constrained integer programming approach to capture the exact boundary
shape with fine details. In this step, both the fidelity to input data and the
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complexity of the polygonal boundary are taken into account in a global energy
model. Such polygonal boundaries can be directly used in applicative scenarios,
such as layout design [11, 12, 13]. Third, the inside area of the boundary shape
is divided into different rooms by solving a multi-class labeling problem, which
accounts for learned room instance label results and the positions of inside walls.
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Figure 1 illustrates the goal of the proposed framework.
We demonstrate the potential of the algorithm on both RGBD and LIDAR
scans, showing competitive results compared with (i) the current state-of-theart floorplan generation method FloorSP [6], (ii) the popular Douglas-Peucker
algorithm [14], and (iii) a recent object vectorization approach ASIP [10]

3
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2. Related work
Our review of previous works covers four families of methods.

Vectorization pipelines. Reconstructing the floorplans from 3D points can
be seen as extracting the contours of the room by chains of pixels in the point
55

density image, and then simplifying them into polygons. Contours can be extracted for instance by popular object saliency detection methods [15, 16] or
interactive techniques such as Grabcut [17]. The chains of these pixels form
dense polygons that can be simplified to concise polygons by, for instance, the
popular Douglas-Peucker algorithm [14] or edge contractions on Delaunay tri-
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angulation [18]. Unfortunately these vectorization pipelines cannot guarantee a
good topological accuracy as polygons are processed sequentially, without global
consistency.

Partitioning-based methods. This strategy consists in detecting geometric
65

primitives such as wall planes from point clouds and over-segmenting the 2D
space into polygonal facets. Then facets with the same room instance label
are grouped together to form a polygonal room. Constrained Delaunay triangulation where the constrained edges are aligned with the walls can be used
to detect interior triangles through line-of-sight information, before clustering
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the inside triangles into different rooms [19]. However, the presence of noisy
points on the wall components makes the output 3D model complex and not
CAD-styled. Space partitioning data-structure is a popular tool to provide basic geometric elements for recovering polygonal rooms. After dividing 2D space
into polygonal facets, rooms are segmented either using an iterative clustering
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method [8], a global multi-class labeling approach [9] or an efficient greedy optimization mechanism [10]. Note that all of these methods rely on room instance
label of points to provide the semantic similarity between adjacent facets. This
can be computed either through visibility information between points [20, 21]
or by a bottom-up approach [22]. These methods are influenced by noisy points
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between adjacent rooms or individual objects inside each room, where points
located in the same room become invisible from each other due to unpredictable
occlusions. In practice, these methods do not perform well on scenes with strong
non-convexity.
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Connectivity-based methods. Another intuitive solution is to connect the
detected isolated structure elements to form a planar graph. One popular approach denoted as FloorNet [5] combines 2D features learned by DNN [23, 24]
and 3D features encoded by PointNet [25], inferring rich pixelwise geometric
and semantic clues. These intermediate results are converted to a vector-graphic
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floorplan through a junction based integer programming framework [7]. This
pipeline achieves impressive results on large scale indoor scenes, but the set of
predefined junction types cannot cover all room types in practice, in particular
for non-Manhattan scenes. Also, the under-detection of corners easily lead to an
erroneous topology in the floorplan graph. To address these issues, the current
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SOTA method known as FloorSP [6] employs Mask R-CNN [26] and DNN [23]
to provide room instance labeling results and corner/edge likelihood map. Then,
a global energy combining these various information is formulated and solved by
a room-wise coordinate descent algorithm. FloorSP brings a significant progress
over previous methods, especially on strongly non-Manhattan scenes. Yet, note
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that this method relies on a post-processing step performed on image coordinate, which is likely to lead to a miss-alignment between the final floorplan and
the exact position of walls. Meanwhile, some structure details on the boundary
shape cannot be fully captured with such a resolution-dependent representation.
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Grammar based methods. Some works also address the floorplan reconstruction task through grammar rules. One traditional solution is to build
the structure graph of each element and then segment rooms with heuristics
[2]. Connectivity information between rooms are also taken into account for
segmenting rooms. The metrics, denoted as Potential Field distance [27], is
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computed for each voxel, before clustering the rooms in an hierarchical man5

ner. Another solution consists in reasoning on an adjacency graph of walls from
which cycles of four connected walls are detected as a cuboid [28]. Rooms are
then recovered by clustering cuboids according to their connection type. This
method is however limited to Manhattan World scenes [29] in practice. More
115

recently, data-driven approaches achieved successful results to recover 3D room
layout by processing the crucial information learned from the RGB Panorama
such as floor-ceiling map and layout height map [30], boundary and corner map
[31], as well as 1D layout representation [32]. These methods deliver clean results for Manhattan-World scenes only.
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Our approach is inspired by partitioning-based methods. However, in contrast to [8], [9] and [10] which recover the floorplan graph only through a roomsegmentation step, our method relies upon a more robust two-step mechanism
that first extracts the boundary polygon of the scene and then divides the inside
125

space into rooms.

3. Overview
Our algorithm takes as input a point cloud of real-world indoor scene and
an associated pixelwise room instance labeling map [6], which is typically returned by state-of-the-art instance semantic segmentation techniques [26]. Our
130

algorithm outputs a floorplan of the indoor scene under the form of a planar
graph where each simple cycle represents the polygonal boundary of a room.
The input point clouds are registered and the upward direction aligns the zaxis in world coordinate. We first convert the point cloud into a dense triangle
mesh using standard method [33]. This conversion allows us to both operate
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on a lighter representation and be more robust to missing data and occlusions
massively found in point clouds describing indoor scenes.
The algorithm operates in three steps as illustrated in Figure 2. First, a set
of local geometric primitives, e.g., vertical planes, are detected by traditional
shape detection methods [3, 4]. We filter and regularize the extracted planes to
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(a) input 3D data

(b) room instance map

(c) wall detection

(e) boundary extraction

(d) 2D partitioning

(f) room segmentation

Figure 2: Overview of our approach. Our algorithm starts from a dense triangular mesh
generated from the input point cloud (a) as well as an associated room instance labeling map
(b). In the primitive detection step, a set of vertical planes that represent wall structures in
the indoor scene are first extracted (c). After filtering and regularizing these wall planes, we
partition the 2D X-Y space into a set of geometric elements, i.e., vertices, edges and facets
(d). Then the boundary edges of indoor scene are recovered by selecting a subset of edges
(green ones) through solving a constrained integer programming formulation (e). Finally, the
inside space of the indoor scene is divided into different areas (each colored polygonal facet),
each of which represents a separated room (f). This step is performed by solving a multi-class
labeling problem.
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obtain a more regular plane configuration. Then, all the remaining wall planes
are projected onto the X-Y plane and used to partition the 2D space into a set
of facets, edges and vertices (Section 4). Second, the boundary shape of indoor
scene is recovered by choosing a subset of 2D-arrangement edges using a constrained global energy minimization formulation (Section 5). This step enables
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us to divide the whole scene into inside and outside space. Finally, we assign a
label configuration to each facet inside the boundary by solving a Markov Random Field problem. Adjacent facets with the same label are grouped together
and considered as a separated room (Section 6).

7
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4. Primitive detection
As mentioned in Section 1, the most representative structures in the indoor
scene are wall planes. They separate inside space from outside space, and divide
adjacent rooms. So the first phase of our algorithm aims at extracting representative wall planes from a dense triangular mesh.
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Plane extraction and filtering. We first detect all the planes using region
growing method [3]. Each plane preserves the corresponding inlier triangular
facets and vertices. Next, floor and ceiling planes are extracted among them,
whose normal is quasi-parallel with z-axis and located close to the 3D bounding
160

box. We reject the planes p whose normal vector is not quasi-orthogonal with
→·→
−
z-axis, i.e., |−
n
z | > 0.1. The remaining planes are then considered as vertical
p

planes. However, considering the often complex layout of indoor scenes, there
may exist a few noisy planes that are not real parts of wall, e.g., vertical parts
of furniture. To avoid the negative effect of these noisy vertical planes on the
165

following operations, we filter out planes satisfying any of the following conditions: (a) the number of inlier triangular facets is smaller than 2000; (b) the
average distance between inlier vertices to plane is larger than 0.15m; (c) the
minimum distance from inlier points to floor planes and ceiling planes is larger
than 0.5m; (d) the area of inlier facets is smaller than 0.5m2 . Up to now, all
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the remaining planes can be seen as wall components.

Plane regularization. Prior knowledge about the structure of the indoor
scene should also be taken into consideration. In most cases, wall planes are
straight-perpendicular to the floor and ceiling planes. So we reorient all the
175

wall planes with a new normal straight-orthogonal to floor plane. We also follow the hierarchical approach proposed in [34] to make the quasi-orthogonal
(resp. quasi-parallel) plane pairs straight-orthogonal (resp. straight-parallel).
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Finally, we merge coplanar wall planes if they are parallel or if the distance
between them is smaller than 0.3m, as shown in Figure 2c.
180

2D space partition. Since the floorplan can be seen as a planar graph, where
each room is a closed-loop, we discretize the 2D space into basic geometric elements, i.e., vertices, edges and facets. To tackle this problem, we project wall
planes onto the X-Y plane and partition the 2D space using a kinetic data185

structure described in [35] (as illustrated in Figure 2d). As explained in [36],
this data structure allows to strongly reduce the solution space of the subsequent steps compared to traditional arrangement techniques.

5. Boundary extraction
190

The objective of this step is to extract the boundary shape of the indoor
scene, which can best represent the contour of the indoor space. Note that the
boundary shape should also conform to the manifoldness assumption, where
each vertex is only connected to two adjacent edges. Given the set of edges
E = {ei |1 6 i 6 n} generated in the previous step, we achieve this by selecting
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a subset of these edges using a constrained integer programming formulation.
We denote by xi ∈ {0, 1}, a binary variable describing whether an edge
ei ∈ E is active (xi = 1) to be part of the boundary shape or not (xi = 0). The
set of active edges composes the polygon boundary of the indoor scene. The
quality of an activation state configuration x = (xi )i=1,2,...,n is measured by an
energy of the form:
U (x) = (1 − λ)Uf idelity (x) + λUcomplexity (x),

(1)

where Uf idelity (x) describes how well a state configuration x is consistent with
the input data, while Ucomplexity (x) measures the complexity of the output
boundary shape. Note that both terms are living in [0, 1] and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a
parameter balancing these two terms.
200
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Figure 3: Probability of a facet to be labeled as inside. Left: we find all the points located
inside a facet. Right: the 2D space is divided into an occupancy grid. The probability of a
facet to be inside is given by the ratio of the number of the occupied cells to the number of
cells inside the facet.

Fidelity term. Uf idelity (x) evaluates the coherence between active edges and
the boundary shape. Because the boundary shape divides the whole space into
inside and outside domains, we can observe that (i) most of the input points
are located inside the boundary shape, and (ii) boundary edges highly overlap
with wall structures. To fulfill these observations, our fidelity term is modeled
as:
Uf idelity (x) = βUpoints (x) + (1 − β)Uwalls (x).

(2)

The first term Upoints (x) measures the percentage of input points surrounded
by the boundary edges, which is defined by:
Upoints (x) =

n
X

−|P (fi1 ) − P (fi2 )| ·

i=1

|ei |
Ê

· xi ,

(3)

where fi1 , fi2 are two incident facets of ei and |ei | is the length of ei . Ê is the
total length of all the edges. P (.) measures the probability of one facet to be
inside the boundary shape, as illustrated in Figure 3. Intuitively, Upoints (x)
favors the selection of edges whose incident facets preserve different ratio of
inside cells occupied by the input points. However, since Upoints (x) is negative,
a lot of noisy edges will be active, even if the ratio difference is small. Thus,
10

Figure 4: Overlapping segments |ẽi |, |ẽj | between each candidate edge ei , ej and the corresponding wall plane.

the second term Uwalls (x) is designed to penalize such edges by measuring their
overlapping part with the corresponding wall planes:
Uwalls (x) =

n
X

(1 −

i=1

|ẽi | |ei |
· xi ,
)·
|ei |
Ê

(4)

where |ẽi | is the length of the segment of ei overlapping with corresponding
wall plane as illustrated in Figure 4. Uwalls (x) assigns a large penalization for
noisy edges that do not overlap with their associated wall planes. β ∈ [0, 1] is
a parameter controlling the weight of these two terms. In our experiments, we
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set β = 0.5. In case of missing data or sparse distribution of input points, we
set β = 0.7. In case of noise and outliers, β is set to 0.3.

Complexity term. In order to control the complexity of the final boundary
shape, we introduce the complexity term defined as:
|V |

Ucomplexity (x) =

1 X
1{vi is corner},
|V | i=1

(5)

which has been used for surface reconstruction [37, 38]. V is the set of vertices
computed in the previous step. The indicator returns true if (i) two incident
210

edges of vertex vi are active, and (ii) these two edges originate from different
wall planes. This term favors returning a compact boundary shape polygon
with a low number of corner vertices. Figure 5 illustrates how parameter λ impacts the trade-off between data fidelity and output complexity. We typically
fix λ = 0.5 in our experiments.
11

λ = 0.3

λ = 0.5

λ = 0.7

41 corners

33 corners

29 corners

Figure 5: Trade off between fidelity to data and complexity of the boundary shape. While λ
increases, the output boundary shape contains less corner vertices.
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Hard constraint. Because the output boundary shape should fulfill the manifoldness property, we must constrain each vertex of the boundary shape to
contain two adjacent edges. We impose this with the following hard constraint:
X

xj = 0 or 2, ∀v ∈ V,

(6)

ej ∈Ev

where Ev is the set of edges adjacent to vertex v ∈ V .

Optimization. We search for the best activation state configuration x by
minimizing the energy formulation in Eq.1 subjected to the constraint given
220

in Eq.6. This constrained integer programming problem is solved by the SCIP
algorithm [39]. The active edges then compose the output boundary shape (see
green edges in Figure 2e).
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6. Room segmentation
The boundary shape recovered in previous step divides the 2D space into
inside and outside domains. In this section, we only focus on the inside domain and segment it into different rooms. Given the set of facets inside the
boundary shape F = {fk |1 6 k 6 m}, we assign a room instance labeling
L = (lk )k=1,2,...,m to each facet in F. In particular, we model this problem as a
Markov Random Field approach via an energy of the standard form:
U (L) =

m
X

D(lk ) + γ

k=1

X

V (lj , lk )

(7)

(j,k)∈Ẽ

where D(lk ) encodes unary term and V (lj , lk ) encodes pairwise term. Ẽ denotes
225

all pairs of adjacent inside facets.

Unary term. D(lk ) is designed to encourage assigning each facet a label that
is coherent with the input room instance labeling map:
D(lk ) = −

p

Ak log P (lk ),

(8)

where Ak is the area of fk to measure the weight of each facet. P (lk ) is the
probability of fk to be labeled as lk . P (lk ) is computed as the ratio of number
of pixels with value lk in the input room instance labeling map to the number
230

of pixels inside the facet.

Pairwise term. V (lj , lk ) is designed for two purposes: (i) returning a low complexity floorplan, and (ii) separating rooms by wall planes inside the boundary
shape. To do so, we penalize the edges whose adjacent facets preserve different
room instance labels that do not overlap with its associated wall plane:


0 if lj = lk ,
V (lj , lk ) =
|ẽ
|
 (1 − i ) · |e | if l 6= l ,
i
j
k
|ei |

(9)

where ei is the incident edge between facets fj and fk . |ẽi | and |ei | retain the
same definition as in Section 5. γ is set to 1 to balance these two terms.
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Room segmentation. Our proposed MRF model is solved by a standard
graph-cut optimization technique [40, 41]. We merge all the adjacent facets
to one large polygon facet, each of which represents a room in the floorplan as
shown in Figure 2f. Finally, we simplify the floorplan graph by removing vertices
connected to two colinear edges. Note that there might be some skinny facets
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without any pixels with a non-background room instance label. In this case,
we optionally merge such facets to their adjacent rooms with longest common
edge.

7. Experiments
Our algorithm has been implemented in C++, using the Computational
245

Geometry Algorithms Library [42] to provide basic geometric tools. All the
experiments have been done on an Intel Core i7 CPU clocked at 3.6GHz.

Implementation details. Given the input point cloud, we compute the axisaligned bounding box of all points projected onto the X-Y plane. We then
250

extend the 2D bounding box by 0.5m and discretize it into a density map. Each
pixel value equals to 1 if there exists a point falling inside (see Figure 2c). Because one of the most important goals of our approach is to recover a floorplan
with detailed structures, we choose a fine resolution at 1cm. In this case, some
small but important wall structures can also be recovered.
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Evaluation metrics. We define the following metrics to evaluate and compare
our results:
• Room metrics. As defined by Floorsp [6], a predicted room r is truepositive if and only if (i) r does not overlap with any other predicted
260

room and (ii) there exists a ground truth room r̂ with IOU larger than
0.5 with r.
• Geometric metrics. Because most of the human-annotated ground truth
floorplans do not exactly align with the real wall position (see column 3
14

of Figure 6), the geometric metrics between predicted models and ground
265

truth cannot perfectly reflect the geometric accuracy of the proposed algorithms. Thus, we convert 2D floorplans to a 3D CAD model and compute
both the RMS and Chamfer distances between 3D model and input points.
Comparisons on RGBD scenes. We first compare our framework against
the popular Douglas-Peucker algorithm [14], the object vectorization algorithm
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denoted as ASIP [10], and current state-of-the-art floorplan generation method
FloorSP [6] on 100 scenes collected from panorama RGBD scans. We employ the
pre-trained model trained on 433 RGBD scenes released by FloorSP to provide
the pixelwise room instance labeling map. Figure 6 illustrates the qualitative
comparisons of various methods on hard cases, in particular on non Manhattan
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World scenes. ASIP and Douglas-Peucker output a set of isolated facets which is
caused by the disconnection of each region in the room instance labeling map.
In contrast, FloorSP is able to fill in this gap through a room-wise shortest
path optimization strategy. Our method also returns a 2D planar graph by
naturally recovering the boundary shape and dividing the inside domain into
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different polygonal facets. Also, since our method and ASIP capture the exact
position of walls in the scenes, the reconstructed floorplans align better with
input data than FloorSP and Douglas-Peucker. Finally, our floorplan maintains
more structure details than the other methods thanks to our boundary shape
extraction mechanism.
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Quantitatively, Figure 7 illustrates the geometric accuracy of each method.
Our algorithm gives the lowest Chamfer distance between input points and
output models thanks to the preservation of small details. Moreover, Table 1
spotlights the average evaluation metrics and Figure 8 shows the distribution
of geometric metrics of all methods on 100 RGBD scenes. Our method delivers
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the best score on room metrics. This progress mainly comes from our two-step
reconstruction approach which combines the distribution of points, the positions
of wall planes and the room instance labeling map together. In contrast, the
other methods are less robust to defects contained in room instance labeling
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Input
Ground truth
Douglas-Peucker [14]
ASIP [10]
FloorSP [6]
Ours

Figure 6: Qualitative comparisons on RGBD scenes. Douglas-Peucker and ASIP return a set
of isolated facets while FloorSP and our method produce a valid connected graph. In term of
geometric accuracy, floorplans of ASIP and our approach align better with input points than
FloorSP and Douglas-Peucker, especially in case of non-Manhattan scenes. In particular, our
method achieves to preserve small structure details.
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Input
Douglas-Peucker [14]

e: 0.163
t: 0.2s

e: 0.156
t: 0.2s

e: 0.082
t: 1.5s

e: 0.144
t: 1.8s

e: 0.125
t: 1.9s

≥ 0.5m

ASIP [10]

e: 0.079
t: 0.3s

FloorSP [6]

0

e: 0.194
t: 228s

e: 0.190
t: 289s

e: 0.074
t: 13s

e: 0.143
t: 10s

e: 0.122
t: 11s

Ours

e: 0.096
t: 188s

Figure 7: Comparisons on RGBD scenes. We convert the output 2D floorplan of each method
into a 3D CAD model with wall thickness equals to 0.1m. The red-to-blue colored points
encode the Chamfer distance between the corresponding input points and the 3D CAD models.
Douglas-Peucker and ASIP give a relatively lower error within a few seconds while returning
a set of non-connected rooms. FloorSP outputs a simple floorplan and 3D CAD model, yet,
some wall structures are a bit far away from the input data (see blue points on the vertical
walls). By preserving some fine details, our method returns the best error. Moreover, our
method is faster than FloorSP by approximately one order of magnitude.
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Figure 8: Histogram of geometric metrics on 100 RGBD scenes. While most of the scenes are
located in the first two bins for the four methods, our method is the most accurate: FloorSP
has a lower number of scenes contained in the first bin while Douglas-Peucker and ASIP
produce models with relatively large geometric errors on the last bins.

Room metrics

Geometric metrics

RGBD scenes
Recall

Precision

RMS

CD

Douglas-Peucker [14]

0.828

0.890

0.184

0.201

ASIP [10]

0.813

0.708

0.187

0.193

FloorSP [6]

0.871

0.878

0.160

0.172

Ours

0.873

0.912

0.138

0.147

Table 1: Quantitative comparison on 100 RGBD scenes. RMS and CD refer to the RMS
distance and the Chamfer distance, expressed in meter.

maps. Besides, for geometric metrics, our method also achieves the minimum
295

RMS and Chamfer errors. These scores can be explained by the robustness of
our two-step optimization strategy which encourages the floorplan to align well
even with the small wall components. We also provide a supplementary material
to show more qualitative and quantitative comparisons.
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Comparisons on LIDAR scenes. To evaluate the robustness of each method
on different source of sensors, we also collect 88 production-level indoor scenes
scanned by LIDAR. Qualitatively, Figure 9 shows the floorplans reconstructed
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Input
Ground truth
Douglas-Peucker [14]
ASIP [10]
FloorSP [6]
Ours

Figure 9: Qualitative comparisons on LIDAR scenes. Our algorithm is less influenced by wrong
room instance labeling map caused by different source of scans than the other methods.
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Input

e: 0.101
t: 0.2s

e: 0.160
t: 0.3s

e: 0.127
t: 2.0s

e: 0.097
t: 1.5s

e: 0.169
t: 5.3s

FloorSP [6]

ASIP [10]

Douglas-Peucker [14]

≥ 0.5m
e: 0.128
t: 0.2s

0

e: 0.110
t: 157s

e: 0.179
t: 264s

e: 0.120
t: 13s

e: 0.087
t: 11s

e: 0.129
t: 14s

Ours

e: 0.149
t: 394s

Figure 10: Comparisons on LIDAR scenes. Douglas-Peucker and ASIP are quite efficient for
generating a set of non-connected polygons. Although FloorSP outputs simple planar graphs
with correct topology, its geometric error and the computational time is relatively high. Our
method generates 3D models that best align with the wall points (see the distribution of
colored points on vertical structures).
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Figure 11: Histogram of geometric metrics on 88 LIDAR scenes. Similarly to results obtained
from RGBD data, our algorithm produces more accurate models from Lidar scans than ASIP,
FloorSP and Douglas-Peucker methods. In particular, the errors of our models mostly range
in the two first bins of the histograms.

Room metrics

Geometric metrics

LIDAR scenes
Recall

Precision

RMS

CD

Douglas-Peucker [14]

0.621

0.840

0.250

0.251

ASIP [10]

0.698

0.746

0.173

0.169

FloorSP [6]

0.703

0.865

0.189

0.187

Ours

0.714

0.872

0.137

0.136

Table 2: Quantitative comparison on 88 LIDAR scenes.

from LIDAR points by each method. We can draw similar conclusions about the
quality of output floorplans returned by all methods as shown in Figure 6. Our
305

algorithm still outperforms the other methods in terms of geometric accuracy.
Quantitatively, Figure 10 illustrates the geometric metrics between 3D models generated by each method and input points. Our algorithm outperforms the
other methods since our 3D planar graph is reconstructed from detected walls
where some small but significant structure details in the scene are successfully
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recovered. Table 2 and Figure 11 provide the average metric scores and their
distribution for the four methods from the LIDAR dataset respectively. As for
RGBD data, our method achieves the best evaluation scores. Additional com21

room label map

ours one-step

ours two-step

Figure 12: Ablation study. Directly performing room segmentation on room instance label
map misses recovering some rooms (top) or generates an isolated graph (bottom). In contrast,
our two-step approach does not suffer from this problem by first reconstructing the boundary
shape from input point distribution (which is not related to inexact room instance label map).

parison results are illustrated in supplementary material.
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Ablation study. In contrast to previous room segmentation methods based
on one-step optimization approach [8, 9, 10], one of the most significant ingredients of our system lies in reconstructing the floorplan in a two-step manner:
boundary extraction then room segmentation. We study the robustness of our
two-step approach against the one-step approach which skips the boundary ex-
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traction process in Figure 12. Two types of errors occur when using a onestep method: (i) several rooms are incorrectly labeled as background, and (ii)
some rooms are isolated where polygonal facets between them are labeled as
background. Our two-step mechanism is less affected by these errors by first
recovering the boundary shape which does not rely on room instance label. We
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# points of input point cloud

481K

1280K

973K

1498K

# facets of raw mesh

230K

283K

343K

221K

# wall planes

35

53

39

31

# candidate edges in E

266

402

380

316

# selected boundary edges

55

53

82

51

# inside facets in F

32

63

22

48

# polygonal rooms

4

8

6

9

Primitive detection time (s)

6.7

8.4

10.2

7.1

Boundary extraction time (s)

1.0

1.7

1.5

1.3

Room segmentation time (s)

0.9

1.1

0.4

0.8

Memory peak (MB)

197

393

339

503

Table 3: Performance of our algorithm on various RGBD and LIDAR data.
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compared these two strategies on 30 scenes. For one-step method, we retrieve
a score of 0.64 and 0.69 on room recall and precision with IOU=0.7 to ground
truth. However, for our two-step method, we obtain a higher score of 0.71 and
0.74 on these two metrics.
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Performances. Table 3 shows the performances of our algorithm in terms of
processing time and memory consumption on several indoor scenes. Primitive
detection is the most time-consuming step, typically around 70% of the total
running time. The subsequent boundary extraction and room segmentation
steps are much faster. Indeed, these steps rely on an integer programming
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approach and a graph-cut formulation in which only a few hundreds of candidate
edges and dozens of insides facets are involved respectively. This efficiency
originates from the high compactness of the kinetic data-structure.

Evaluation on the ISPRS benchmark. We also evaluate our method on the
23

CaseStudy 1
CaseStudy 5

F: 68K

e: 0.010
t: 10s

F: 159K

e: 0.023
t: 14s

input data

≥ 0.5m

0

our result

Figure 13: Results on the ISPRS benchmark. The reconstructed models are accurate and allow
rooms and corridors to be described with an highly-compact piecewise-planar representation.
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CaseStudy 1 and CaseStudy 5 of ISPRS benchmark on indoor modeling [43].
For performance reasons, we down-sample the original point clouds to 2.4M
and 2.9M points for CaseStudy 1 and CaseStudy 5 respectively. As illustrated
in Figure 13, since the room instance labeling map is obtained by employing
the Mask R-CNN model which is pre-trained on RGBD scenes, some adjacent
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rooms are segmented to one. However, our boundary extraction step succeeds
in recovering the correct boundary shape of two scenes while preserving small
vertical structures, which demonstrates the applicability of our method on various sources of data.
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Robustness to furniture and cluttered elements. In our experiments, the
collected indoor scenes typically contain furniture such as chairs, desks or plants.
As illustrated in Figure 14, our algorithm allows us to filter out such elements
for two reasons. First, our primitive detection step filters out some non-wall
planes according to prior knowledge on indoor scenes. This step ensures that
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most of the furniture will be ignored for the subsequent steps. Second, when
vertical parts of furniture are wrongly detected as wall planes, the subsequent
boundary extraction and room segmentation steps exploit various types of in-

24

input data

42 detected wall planes

our result

Figure 14: Influence of furniture. Despite the erroneous detection of planes on furniture
components, our algorithm remains robust to recover the boundary shape of indoor scene and
decompose the inside space into separated rooms (see the red marked regions in the middle
sub-figure).

formation such as the distribution of points, the position of walls or the room
instance labeling map that contribute to reduce the effect of planes detected on
360

furniture.

Limitations. Our system relies on two crucial clues: (i) the room instance label
map returned by Mask R-CNN, and (ii) the detected wall planes. As illustrated
in Figure 15, these two ingredients, when imprecise, can lead to output models
365

with geometric errors. Room instance label map plays an important role for
room segmentation. Although our formulation is quite robust while handling
some miss-labeling on the boundary of each room, a large miss-labeled region
can lead to a bad room segmentation result, even if the boundary shape of
scene is correctly reconstructed. Also, the boundary shape shrinks when some
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large walls are missed because of either false-negative in the plane detection or
false-positive in the plane filtering.

8. Conclusion
We proposed an automatic algorithm to reconstruct floorplan from point
clouds of indoor scenes. Our method starts by detecting wall planes to parti25

Failure case 1

our result

ground truth

our result

ground truth

Failure case 2

room label map

wall planes

Figure 15: Failure cases. Two sources of typical failure cases contained in our framework: (i)
wrong input room label map (top), and (ii) missing wall planes (bottom).
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tion the space into geometric elements. Then the boundary shape is recovered
through a constrained integer programming formulation. The inside domain is
then segmented into rooms by solving a multi-class labeling mechanism. We
demonstrated the flexibility and robustness of our method on both RGBD and
LIDAR scans from simple to complex cases, and its competitiveness with respect
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to the state-of-the-art methods.
There are several aspects to improve in future work. First, the splitting
operator proposed in ASIP [10] can be applied to potentially solve the issue
of missing wall planes. Second, we would like to exploit the normal vector of
points and visibility information to reduce the impact of imprecise input room
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instance label map. Finally, we could also generalize our method to extract the
shape of free-form scenes through detecting higher-order geometric primitives.
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